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Dear Friend:
I'm sure you know (because I've been telling you so for the past several years)
that we are offered Universal Lessons that seem to be intended to improve the
quality of our Beings. For instance, I've told you for the last few months that we
were being given opportunities to learn Compassion and to overcome
judgmentalism and condemnation. We receive these lessons - these
opportunities for personal growth - through life experiences. I'm sure you have
noticed that events seem to come in groups. For instance, at a given time the
events in the news seem to be about automobile accidents or drunk driving. Then
at another time, the news-making events may be all about integrity. When we
have lessons in honesty, all of a sudden there are major scandals in the news
about people who are being prosecuted for dishonesty. These are so many
different lessons. Any intuitive or any adept astrologer can tell you what the
"lessons" are at any given time simply by seeing what kinds of events are being
spotlighted.
So as I write these newsletters from month to month, I will continue to tell you
that we are being given the opportunity to learn a particular lesson in that time. I
want you to realize that learning Compassion (which means we will be dealing
with our prejudices, judgmentalisms and condemnations, all of which are the
same thing) is the predominant life lesson for the entire world during this time
and continues for as far-forward as I have read (which is to mid-July of 2016).
However, in the months of July through mid-August, we will also be experiencing
opportunities for Forgiveness.
I love coincidences. In fact, I don't really believe that there IS such a thing as a
"coincidence", but I do love the events that appear to be coincidental, and I
always pay a lot of attention to them because I have found they are often very
important. But even when they aren't very important (meaning that they don't
signify some dramatic event), they are always for me a reminder that Spirit is
actively involved in my life. You see, my dear friend Gayle had written me an
email several months ago, asking if I would please write about Forgiveness in an

upcoming newsletter. I had decided that this month would be a good month to
do so, and then as I began to focus into the energies and events of this month to
be able to predict upcoming events for you, I realized that an interim Universal
Lesson for the next six weeks is Forgiveness. (You realize, I'm sure, that when I
tell you that we are being given a lesson in something like Forgiveness, what I'm
really saying is that we'll be given lots of opportunities in which to practice
Forgiveness.)
There are many evolved people who say that they do practice Forgiveness and
that they don't have any prejudices nor do they condemn. I'll bet you that if I
asked them what their pet peeves were, they could come up with a whole bunch
of them. I liken a Spiritually evolved person to a person who lives in an absolutely
"clean house"; I'm using the house to symbolize the person's Being. So if I am a
person who can honestly say that I hold no prejudices against any person of
another race, religion, political ideology, etc., then my house is pretty clean.
However, if I still have pet peeves (and I do, my major one being the guy who
drives slowly in the fast lane, going the same speed as the guy in the slow lane
and therefore holding up traffic for miles), then I still am holding
prejudice/resentment/condemnation against another person. I am not fully
accepting another person. I am not considering what they might be experiencing
that might cause them to act in a particular way. I am only responding to my
discomfort. And so I have a few "fingerprints on my wall" in the form of my pet
peeves that I still need to clean up so that I can live in a totally clean house. This
has been a long way around telling you that the more evolved soul is called upon
to assess his/her prejudices that are experienced as pet peeves and work to
eliminate as many as possible.
I think I've probably said this to you before, but since we're talking about
Forgiveness at this time, I feel a need to stress this. It's really hard for me to talk
about Forgiveness, because I don't believe that we have the right or the
responsibility to forgive. Now wait a minute, before you gasp loudly and reach for
the phone to tell me I'm totally wrong about this.....you see, I don't believe that
we have the right to condemn another person. I believe that our task is to assess
the quality and integrity of our own Beings.....to live our own lives as cleanly as
possible. I believe that holding on to resentment, anger, shame, desire for
revenge, etc., etc. is simply holding an attachment to the other person. We are as

much attached to a person who may have acted in a manner that has been
hurtful to us as we would be if we deeply loved them and yearned for their
presence. Remember....where attention goes, energy follows. If we are seething
with resentment against another person, we are directing our energy to that
person and thereby giving them our life-force energy. When we give our life force
energy to someone, we belong to them - just as we would belong to them if we
gave them our heart in love. Our hatred of them doesn't hurt them - it hurts us.
I'm speaking here also of self-loathing/shame/guilt. As we direct those kinds of
emotions towards ourselves, we are attaching to the lowest or most negative part
of our Being, thereby limiting our ability to succeed and accomplish. And as we
fill ourselves with these negative emotions, we become unpleasant to others,
causing those whom we wish to love us to distance from us.
When most people say, "I forgive him/her," what they really mean is "I have
decided to not allow myself to hold on to resentment or hatred for that person."
So you see, what they are really saying is that they have decided to release their
attachments to that person.
It's actually quite easy to release our attachments to pain, whether that pain be
from a recent hurtful situation or the result of something that happened in the
distant past. (And I have to say that's not quite accurate because I believe that all
events occur simultaneously, that there is, in fact, no such thing as past or future
but rather dimensions existing in the same time or space.) All we have to do to
release our attachments to the past is come to the absolute realization that every
event we experience brings with it an opportunity to improve the quality of our
existence. All that we need to do to release our attachment to any pain that
experience may have caused us is to seek to discover how that event has
improved the quality of our Beings. I know with absolute certainty that every
painful thing I have experienced, including the loss of my child, the divorce from a
husband I loved, being attacked and shot, etc., etc. has made me a stronger and
better person. All of those experiences have made me a better counselor. There
is very little a person can tell me they've experienced that I don't understand; I've
been there.
The one thing that has most benefitted me throughout my life has been the
absolute knowing that all the experiences that have been offered into my life -

sometimes THRUST into my life - have been given to me for my own good.
Although they may have hurt like hell at the time, they made me a better person.
They helped me to become more Compassionate. They helped me to become
more Aware. They improved the quality of my Being in so many ways that I
couldn't count them all. The very moment that we recognize the Gift that is
hidden within our painful experience and receive/accept that Gift, the pain
dissolves. The pain immediately just goes away....because when we realize that
the situation, regardless of the amount of pain it might have caused us, has been
truly beneficial for us, then we no longer have a desire in ourselves for any other
person, including ourselves, to be punished for that event having happened. We
no longer hate or resent or want vengeance because we know that it was given by
Spirit and intended to improve the quality of our Beings.
I know that most religions and many Spiritual teachings give great importance to
the concept of Forgiveness. I give equal importance to the concept of Releasing
Attachments. The concept of Forgiveness implies that we have the right or even
the responsibility to condemn. Since I can't accept that concept, it naturally
follows that I don't feel that we actually have it within us to forgive. It is our place
to live with our own thoughts, attitudes, ideas - everything within us to be clean
as possible - and we can't be clean if we are holding on to nasty, hateful thoughts
and feelings. We have to release them in order to be able to move forward in our
lives - to live Joyfully and to be Loving. How can we be loving if we're filled with
hatred? How can we be Joyful....Compassionate.....Giving......if we're filled with
toxic emotions? How can we be lovable and receive the Love we need if we are
exuding the energy of hatred and contempt? We can't. Those emotions, those
thoughts, those beliefs push away from us all that we most want.
An aspect entered around the 15th of June that continues through the 18th of
July that dramatically increases acts of violence throughout the world and brings
great likelihood of terrorist activities within the United States during the first two
weeks of July. We are going to experience increased violence as we continue
through this year. However, the increase of violent energy during this time is
beyond anything I've ever seen. I doubt that there will be a day that passes
during this month that we aren't horrified by reports of extreme violence. If you
are in relationship with a person who has problems with temper control, be
careful. Don't goad that person into an argument, because people who would
normally never be violent can be pushed over the edge in this time.

One of the major aspects of this time - continuing through the end of this year has to do with issues about conflict with authority. We're seeing this acted out in
so many ways. We're seeing people who are enraged with government, believing
that government is taking away individual rights. We're seeing people marching
and rioting against police......students rebelling against teachers....employees
angry with their employers (and in moments of rash emotion, even leaving their
good-paying and secure jobs). Even very young children will act out angrily
against parents, sometimes hitting or biting. The most hurtful for many people
will be dramatic issues arising between adult children and their parents. These
situations will arise when least expected, where a joyful conversation can
suddenly turn into an argument or a dispute about something that was said or
done many years ago.
The reason for the intensification of this issue that causes people to rebel against
those whom they perceive to hold power over them is that many people feel
totally disempowered in this time. When we feel disempowered, we feel afraid.
It seems to us that we don't have within us whatever it might take to survive
anything that might happen in our lives. We feel that other people hold the
power in our lives and that we are unable to create our own destiny or to
accomplish what we wish to accomplish. The need to rebel against authority is
born of fear, so most of the people who are rebelling are afraid and are striking
out against those whom they feel are holding too much power over them.
What I'm saying is that all of this acting out IS striving for empowerment. The
person who is embattled with those who seem to hold authority is seeking to be
personally empowered. The person or organization (such as government) that
holds the power over others is generally striving to hold on to or to increase the
power that they have. These cycles that bring rebellion against authority will be
reoccurring more and more frequently as we move through the next years.
Increasing through the month of July will be a number of events in which well
known people are accused of dishonesty. As we continue forward in this time
that is intended to teach humanity to live with integrity and to bring us together
in trust and loyalty, there will be more and more situations in which the spotlight
shines bright on dishonesty. In order for mankind to achieve world peace, we

must achieve world trust and respect. All of the events that are happening now
are intended to take us into that time.
We are basically weeding our garden, realizing that there are weeds growing
there and we are required to pull them out. So I guess I'd better get busy with my
weed-pulling. Hope YOU get some pulled too. Be careful. Don't let yourself get
into any heated arguments. Strive to release attachments to past pain and to
others whom you believe may have been the cause of your pain.....and
Stay Focused on the Light....
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